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Introduction
A small brick and concrete ‘pillbox’ has long been known on the beach edge at NS 27366
80639, at Rosneath Point on the southern tip of Rosneath Peninsula in Argyll and Bute. The
reason being, it has survived as an almost complete building and is visually apparent at the
beach edge where walkers frequent. As part of the North Clyde Archaeology Society [NCAS]
activities of surveying and investigating military remains along the northern shores of the Clyde
Estuary, the building was incorporated into that study. It was known that a near identical
building exists in equally good condition at Bowling to the east (NS 45219 73366). But it was
information supplied by Historic Environment Scotland [HES] that they were mine watching
stations, that gave them more prominence to NCAS.
However, it was during a beach rubbish clearance exercise by the writer that further associated
features to the Rosneath site were discovered and which were previously unseen. This report
covers the entire site of which there remains much research to be done on the subject.
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Survey

The building
The building was built on a concrete plinth of c 100mm thick and only slightly larger than the
area of the structure itself. The brick building measures overall 2.4m at the front and 2.8m at
the side, it is 1.9m high to the flat concrete slab roof which is also c100mm thick and slightly
overhangs the brickwork. The walls are made with CADDER bricks and are all 0.45m thick
(brick and half).
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The frontal internal area is a plain box measuring 1.75m by 1.2m with an open entrance from
the rear through passage of 0.6m wide, the same breadth as the room entrance. The viewing
area is the entire frontal space of the small chamber plus a partial side view on each side since
the walls there are cut back by 0.7m, a sloping concrete shelf covers all of the view wall heads
and the concrete roof overhangs it by 0.3m, only to the internal frontal wall face.
On the roof further evidence for brickwork is seen, open entirely at the front but forming an
access or entrance offset at the rear, how high this brickwork was is unknown, however two
put logs holes below it indicate a stair, probably timber was used to access the roof. Also on
the SW corner of the roof there has been a structure, now seen as a triangle of nails(?) about
0.25m apart and set into the concrete. Furthermore dook holes along the front and at the front
edges of the roof slab indicate something being fixed there, perhaps some weatherproofing?
Similarly dook holes inside the building at the frontal wall show there has been a possible shelf
like structure there and other dook holes around the entrance into the chamber are evidence of
woodwork, but not a door frame. Finally, the number 63 and letters JH are inscribed into bricks
on the east wall.

General view.

Stair Position ? at rear.

Side elevation.

No 63 & JH cut into bricks.
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Concrete bases and holdfasts.
On the eastern side of the building there have been two large timber poles installed with
concrete pads surrounding them.
Pole No 1, of which the stump remains, was 250mm in diameter set into a 1.5m by 2.4m
concrete pad, the centrally positioned pole was shuttered with cement to a height of 300mm
above the pad. Three, of probably four guy wire anchors are seen with pipes protruding at an
angle. Most extraordinarily the builder of the concrete pad engraved the date of construction in
the wet cement, so we know it was made on 20/5/43.

Pole No 1 concrete base.

Pole No 1 date inscription, 20/5/43.

Pole No 2, of which the stump also survives was 170mm in diameter, it has been set into a
concrete pad 1.2m square. A raised area of 50mm high surrounded the pole which has been
anchored by four wires fixed to shackles, themselves fixed to eyelets on their 0.6m square
concrete blocks.
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Pole No 2 concrete base.

Pole No 2 holdfast.

Two other solid 30mm rod holdfasts are set deep in the ground at angles and within the
woodlands (see survey plan), but they have no obvious purpose, the lines on the drawing show
the direction of any possible guy ropes.
Firebox
A brick construction is interpreted as a fire box because of the presence of ash within it. It
measured 1m by 0.7m with an open side fronting towards the building. Within it there was a
deposit of 150mm depth of grey ash. It is poorly preserved but nevertheless enough remained
to give the interpretation.

The firebox.

Holdfast rod.

Pathway
Leading in a straight line and directly away from the firebox is a pathway made with beach
rocks forming loose kerbs on both sides of the 1m wide path which consists of gravel and
seashells. It runs inland for 15m where it changes slightly in form for a further 12m where it
crosses a low boggy area and here the path was kerbed on one side with timbers and pieces of
flat concrete and bricks were used for the surface along with gravel. It continues for an
unknown distance from this point. It runs towards the position of the USA Base 2 Military
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Camp area, also used during WW II. A rubber cable, one of several which can be seen running
along the ground within the woodlands and into the sea, runs under the path and one of the
kerbing logs. The purpose of the cables is not known but a military aspect is strongly suggested
and also the modern appearance of the cables suggests they post date WW II. One kerb of the
path is a water worn aerated concrete block, many of these wash up on the beaches as they have
some buoyancy, however they were invented in Sweden in 1923 and not in use in Britain until
the 1960’s. The block and cable therefore cast some doubt as to the date of this pathway, and
it seems unlikely it is associated with the WW II military installation. The path and cable may
be coincidentally adjacent the other features as part of Cold War installations, this is an area
for further research.

The path on discovery after burning litter. Same view of the path through bushes.

Aerated block as path kerbstone.

Rubber cable running under pathway.
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Ditch
Running at an angle to the overall site from near to the pathway and towards the beach on the
east side is a well preserved ditch 0.6m wide by 0.6m deep. The ground within the woodlands
has much low lying swampy land, the ditch was obviously to drain this part of it onto the beach.
Nearby brickwork
Parts of the upper brickwork are lying beside the building. Two fragments of brickwork lie on
the beach to the west of the building, it is uncertain if they are in situ, one part appears to be,
but if so, it has been made upon the beach gravel. It appears to have been a squarish construction
with an internal circular channel made from split drainpipes, the other part must have been
inverted over the first as it also has the drainpipe feature.
Discussion
The Clyde Estuary was one of the most heavily defended areas of Scotland during the 20 th
century during WW I, WW II and the Cold War. Much physical remains survive, although
fragmented for land reclaimed for agricultural use and woodlands etc.
The site under discussion is one such place where although aspects are visible, understanding
of their exact function and historical references to them are still quite poor.
Nevertheless some deductions may be made prior to possible research on the site. The location
appears to have been selected for inter-visibility with other places, a clear view towards Portkil
in the west and to Ardmore in the east is available, and across the estuary to Greenock and
Gourock, although it is unknown if other sites existed at these locations. Certainly, a good
surviving example of the brick building is at Bowling but that is too far from Rosneath Point
for visual communication.
The watch station building is tiny and could only accommodate a maximum of two persons at
a given time, and it seems, in rather uncomfortable conditions, being open to the elements at
all times. The use of the roof is not known. The fire box may have allowed some comfort to
the site personnel, perhaps also as a fire to brew tea or heat food?
The two poles are likely to have been for communication although at present little is known of
such activity. The poles were substantial, and tall enough to require four stays each and
anchored to concrete. Suggestions here are that a large red? Flag could be flown to indicate a
message, or semaphore using flags or arms may have been used. Why two poles were necessary
is another question, perhaps one was replaced, but it is peculiar that the larger (No 1) has the
cruder holdfasts, simply angled poles set in concrete blocks, compared to the slightly more
sophisticated Pole 2 holdfasts. The other two solid rods are likely holdfasts, but their purpose
is unknown.
The date of 20/5/43 clearly indicates the construction of at least that part of the site but the
pathway is problematic in that a kerb stone cannot date to WW II and the rubber cable which
must pre-date the path is unlikely to be WW II also. Further research is necessary to complete
the story of this otherwise important and locally rare site type.
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Mine watching building at Bowling.
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